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By Sharon Jacksties

The History Press Ltd. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Somerset Folk Tales, Sharon
Jacksties, These Somerset tales, newly collected or retold with a strong sense of the land and the
waters that shaped them, reflect our enduring interest in the natural landscape. Let these stories
from the Summer Lands take you on a journey: across wind-wild moors that plummet to
treacherous tides traversed by sea morgans; on a scramble from gorges shaped by the Devil's spite
to caves dwelled in by bitter witches. Discover ancient mines and dragons' haunts, and emerge into
forests and fields to be befriended by bees or bedevilled by fairies; then stroll beside ancient
waterways, where willows walk and orchards talk. From Gwyn ap Neath to Joseph of Arimathea,
your travelling companions will meet you from legend, history and living memory - from the places
where they were once known best. Sharon Jacksties has a sharp eye for the landscape of Somerset
and the seen and unseen stories that it holds, a sympathetic ear for the dialect of the South West,
and a playful wit that brings this collection of tales to vivid and delightful life.
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Reviews
An exceptional ebook and the font employed was fascinating to read through. I actually have study and so i am certain that i will likely to read once again
yet again in the future. Your life period is going to be change as soon as you complete looking at this book.
-- Nelle Scha efer I
It is great and fantastic. Sure, it is actually perform, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ivy Hilll DDS
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